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Summary
Following the broccoli and tomato decision by

products that have been obtained by using the

the Enlarged Board of Appeal of the European

processes specified in the patent. This Position

Patent Office, so-called product-by-process

Paper recommends that it be made legally

patents are becoming increasingly significant

clear that products derived from conventional

in biopatenting. Granting product-by-process

breeding methods cannot be patented.

patents in animal and plant breeding may

Moreover, product-by-process patents should

have the effect of evading the intended legal

only be granted if the structure of the product

exclusion of conventional breeding methods

cannot be fully described and if the description

from patentability. For on the one hand, granting

of the product also essentially depends on

product-by-process patents does currently not

the production process. Finally, the scope of

require the patentability of the underlying

protection from a product-by-process patent

process. On the other hand, in the prevailing

should be restricted to products obtained from

opinion the scope of protection from a product-

the processes specified in the patent.

by-process claim is currently not limited to

Introduction
In July 2010, the Scientific Advisory Board on

steps can justify the patentability of a traditional

Biodiversity and Genetic Resources published

breeding method. A decision by the Enlarged

a highly observed opinion on biopatents.1 It

Board of Appeal of the European Patent Office

identified numerous problems resulting from

in the so-called broccoli and tomato case 4 of

current patenting practices in the area of animal

December 2010 has clarified that essentially

and plant breeding. A matter of particular

biological breeding methods which are

concern was the granting of patents on

exclusively based on selection or cross-breeding

conventional breeding methods, which are also

are excluded from patentability. In particular,

referred to in the law as “essentially biological

marker-based breeding methods as a whole are

processes”. 2 According to the wording of the

not patentable, even if the marker-based selection

European Patent Directive, the European Patent

step itself can be patented; the latter is, however,

Convention and the German Patent Act, such

a working and not a production process, with the

processes are actually not patentable. 3 There

legal consequence that the patent protection does

was, however, uncertainty over the appropriate

not pertain to the plants produced.

interpretation of the question of what precisely
constitutes an “essentially biological process” and

The broccoli patent EP1069819 by Plant

whether the combination with other, technical

Bioscience, which was the subject of the hearing,

4
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claims, in addition to the breeding and selection

Against this background this Position Paper

methods, also the edible Brassica plants and parts

provides an overview of the legal concepts

thereof, the seeds and the cells of the broccoli

and describes the prerequisites and the legal

plant. These claims are worded in two ways:

consequences of granting patents on product-

as a direct product claim on broccoli plants,

by-process claims in the EU, Germany, the United

the inflorescence and the cells of broccoli with

Kingdom and the USA. In particular we discuss

specific properties; and as so-called product-

the issue of whether the scope of product-by-

by-process claims on the edible broccoli plant,

process claims should be linked to the use of

parts of the plant and the seeds of the broccoli

the processes specified in the patent. The final

produced using the methods described in the

conclusion identifies ambiguities in the legal

patent. The verdict by the Enlarged Board of

framework and offers recommendations for

Appeal contains no decision with regard to these

amending the EU Biopatent Directive 98/44/EC8

product claims. The granting of such product

to render it more precise.

5

6

7

claims depends upon whether the products fulfil
the general patent criteria of novelty, inventive
step and industrial applicability, which in this
case is disputed. A decision by the European
Patent Office in this matter is anticipated in
autumn 2011.
Currently the eventual granting of a productby-process claim is not dependent on whether
the underlying breeding method is patentable.
Furthermore, according to effective case law in
Germany, a product-by-process claim is a fullyfledged product claim and would, in the above
case, not be restricted to the broccoli that was
actually obtained by the processes specified in the
patent. Granting product-by-process patents may
therefore have the effect of evading the intended
legal exclusion of conventional breeding methods
from patentability.
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1 General considerations
1. 1 Concepts and problems

obtain a new product, but use or manipulate an
object without altering it.16 The selection methods

Patent law differentiates between product and

used in animal and plant breeding constitute

process patents. A product patent can either

such working processes, since they select genetic

refer to a machine or manufacture (Sachpatent)

material, but do not alter it.

9

or to a composition-of-matter (Stoffpatent).

10, 11

Composition-of-matter patents are product
patents in the field of chemistry, yet increasingly
also in biotechnology.12 The composition-ofmatter patent protects the new substance.
Normally this substance is unequivocally
identified in the patent claim through specific
properties (structural attributes). The new
substance can therefore be identified purely
through inspection of the matter.

Occasionally, for instance in synthetic chemistry,
it is not possible to precisely identify the structural
or physical and chemical attributes of a product,
for example if there are no suitable analysis and
measuring methods available. Therefore, to
precisely demarcate the product, the production
conditions are specified in the patent.17 Such
claims are called product-by-process (PbP)
claims.18 For example, in some of the claims for
the “broccoli and tomato” patents, the plants are

Process patents are distinguished from product

defined as products by taking recourse to the

patents and describe either a production process

breeding method they have been obtained by (in

or a method. Production processes are processes

the case of the broccoli, a so-called smart breeding

by which something novel is produced or an

process).19 With regard to PbP claims in animal

existing object is essentially altered.13 The product

and plant breeding, there is a fundamental

(or composition-of-matter) automatically enjoys

question over the significance of the underlying

a certain protection in the form of so-called

production processes for the legitimacy and the

secondary product protection (without the

extent of the patent protection. On the one hand,

product itself having to be patented). For patents

clarification is needed on the extent to which

in the field of biology, this secondary product

patent protection can be granted for a product

protection also covers the ensuing generations

based on a non-patentable process, in this case

of the patented biological material (so-called

in particular one that is an essentially biological

vertical patent extension). Both derived product

process. On the other hand, it is doubtful whether

protection and vertical patent extension do not

the protection is limited to those products

apply to methods, that is processes that do not

obtained by the production process that co-

14

15

6
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determines the characterization of the product in

b. Legal situation in Germany

the patent claim, or whether the patent protection
also covers products of identical substances

According to German case law PbP claims are only

obtained by another process.

permissible if there is a need for them; hence if
definition of the product by means of its structural
attributes or its physical and chemical attributes

1. 2 PbP claims in various legal systems

is “impossible or entirely impracticable.”21 In this
respect, the PbP claim is subsidiary. The reference

a. Legal situation under the European
Patent Convention

to the production process in a PbP claim serves
to characterize the product. Consequently, the
patentability of the underlying process is not

In line with the “Guidelines for Examination in the

relevant.22 The Federal Court of Justice explicates:

European Patent Office” (Part C, Chapter III, 4.12),
the European Patent Office approves PbP claims

“For, in spite of the description using the production

if they fulfil the requirements for patentability

process, the object of the patent is the product

(novelty, inventive step, industrial application).

as such, which must fulfil the prerequisites for

The Board of Appeals at the Patent Office

patentability regardless of its production process.”23

presumes that PbP claims are only permissible if
“there is no other information available in the
application which could enable the applicant to
define the product satisfactorily by reference to
its composition, structure or some other testable

Since a PbP claim is a product claim, the general
requirements for patentability also apply, in
particular the “novelty” of the product itself and
the “inventive step.” 24

parameter.” 20
This concurs with the prevailing opinion in

c. The legal situation in the United Kingdom  

Germany that the wording of PbP claims is a

In the United Kingdom PbP claims are accepted.25

sort of compromise when the precise structural

Unlike in German or European law, patents in the

description of the substances, as required for a

past referred to the novelty and inventive step of

composition-of-matter patent, is not possible.

the process and not the product.26 The decision by
the House of Lords in the Kirin-Amgen case marks a
turnabout, making the novelty of the production
process on principle not suitable to justify a
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patent for a product that itself is not novel.27 This
implements, for one, harmonization with the
prevailing opinion in Germany and Europe that
the novelty of the product and not of the process is
essential. Secondly, the threshold for the required
inventive step has now been significantly raised.

e. Conclusions
PbP patents are recognized under the European
Patent Convention as well as prevailing case law
in Germany, the United Kingdom and the United
States. In all of these legal systems, they serve as
a ‘compromise’ for describing composition-ofmatter patents, for which sufficient structural

d. The legal situation in the United States
The legal concept of PbP claims has been
acknowledged in US law ever since the so-called
Painter decision of 1891.28 Here, too, the product
itself must be a novelty.29 If the structure of the
invented product is not entirely known or too
complex for analysis, the inventor can use the
production process to define the product.30

characterization is not possible or is impracticable.
In all of these legal circles today the granting of
patents is based on the novelty of the product; the
novelty of the process alone is not suitable justification of a PbP claim.

8
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2 Product patents despite non-patentability 		
of the production process
2. 1 The provisions of the TRIPS Agreement

The Biopatent Directive does not expressly address
the issue of PbP claims and their extension to

Under Article 27 (3b) of the TRIPS Agreement,

products made using non-patentable (essentially

member states may exclude “essentially biological

biological) breeding methods. Article 4 of the Bio-

processes” from patentability. Article 28 of the

patent Directive states:

TRIPS Agreement regulates the rights conferred
by patents. Section 1b also confers a process patent
the right to “the product obtained directly by that
process.” In this respect the product protection
described in Article 28 (1b) of the TRIPS Agreement

“(1) The following shall not be patentable
[...]
b) essentially biological processes for the production
of plants or animals.”

is secondary product protection. Articles 27 and 28

The same applies under Article 53 of the European

of TRIPS do not directly address PbP claims.

Patent Convention (EPC):
“European patents shall not be granted in respect of:

2. 2 The legal situation under the European
Patent Convention and the Biopatent 		
Directive

[...]
b) plant or animal varieties or essentially biological
processes for the production of plants or animals; this
provision shall not apply to microbiological processes

Under Article 4 (1a) of the EU Biopatent Directive

or the products thereof.”

98/44/EC plant and animal varieties are excluded
from patentability. A variety is defined by its whole

In the “broccoli and tomato” cases, the Enlarged

genome and is defined by the expression of the

Board of Appeal commented only on the

characteristics resulting from a given genotype or

patentability of the (breeding) process, hence not

combination of genotypes. Plants or animals are

answering the question of patent protection for

patentable above and below variety/breed level,

the plants as products. Clarification is needed

31

32

additionally processes relating to multiple plant

on whether these could possibly be protected by

varieties or animal breeds are patentable.

PbP claims even if the underlying production

33

processes, being “essentially biological,” are not
patentable.
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2.  4 Conclusions

In April 2011 the European Patent Office (EPO)
granted a patent for melons possessing
34

resistances to specific viruses (EP1962578).35

Should future precedence follow the EPO, making

The resistance, which originally occurred in an

product patents possible without consideration

Indian melon variety, can be transferred to other

to the non-patentability of the production

melon varieties both through purely conventional

process, the decisions made in the “broccoli and

breeding and through genetic modification. The

tomato” cases will lose considerable practical

product claim is partially described by a process.

significance. For then, a product could be granted

36

protection that could not be obtained through
Apparently, the EPO presently presumes that

a process patent due to the lack of patentability

plants are patentable, even if they are based

of a breeding method, through a product patent

on conventional breeding. For instance, the

based on a PbP claim. This would generate

EPO apparently has no fundamental objections

considerable tensions between the exclusion of

to patenting a low-seed tomato that is chiefly

essentially biological processes or methods from

described by the use of a conventional breeding

patentability and the granting of a PbP claim that

method (EP1026942).

is based on a non-patentable breeding method.

37

The logic behind excluding patentability of

2.  3 The legal situation in Germany

“essentially biological” processes under the EU
Biopatent Directive and the European Patent

With regard to the “broccoli and tomato” cases,

Convention is that a product (a manufacture or a

the question is whether a product patent with a

composition of matter) should be excluded from

PbP claim can also be granted for a product based

patentability when it is characterized in the patent

on a non-patentable process (for example, an

claim by an “essentially biological” process and

essentially biological breeding method such as

when this process determines its identity. This

smart breeding).

contradicts the possibility of granting such PbP
claims. This conclusion is also supported by the

It is conceivable that the products of smart

regulating philosophy of each of the exclusion

breeding processes gain patent protection

provisions, for products originating from an

through a PbP claim even if the underlying process

“essentially biological” process lack the inventive

is not patentable. This is true, however, only under

step (novelty) compared with the naturally

the premise that the general requirements for a

occurring substance composition or that attained

product patent (novelty, inventive step, industrial

through other biological selection, for example

application) are fulfilled and a product definition

with regard to enhancing the product with

is not possible using its structure or composition.

specific ingredients. Fundamentally, the added
value of the invention lies not in the structure,
but in the reliability of the desired material

10
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composition (such as enhancing broccoli with

were qualified as a method, similar to a pure

anticarcinogenic compounds) and therefore in

screening method, this would consequently

the scope of the method that allows something

exclude primary product protection through a

accidental in nature to become typical through

PbP claim. Primary protection can certainly not

the breeding process.

be possible since not even secondary protection is
granted for a method.38

Lastly, the following consideration is also relevant
to the non-patentability of the broccoli plant in
the “broccoli and tomato” cases: if smart breeding

3 Rights conferred by product or compo-		
sition-of-matter protection: restriction to
the identifying production process
If the patentability of the product based on a PbP

Potentially, however, the different wording

claim is supported, the consequential question

used in the patent claim compels differentiated

is whether the PbP claim only protects a product

treatment. While some patents in their reference

based on precisely the process described in the pa-

to the process employ the term “obtained by,”39

tent or whether it extends to all identical products,

others use the term “obtainable by.” If this is

regardless of how they were produced.

interpreted in strict terms, the former claims
would be restricted to products that are actually
produced using the process specified in the

3. 1 The legal situation under the European
Patent Convention

patent, while the latter claims in contrast would
be significantly broader in scope. The facts that
the EPO does not take such differentiation into

The European Patent Convention does not address

account in its Guidelines (Part C, Chapter III, 4.12)

the issue of the scope of PbP claims. Article 69 (1) of

and the boards of appeal allow for substitution of

the EPC deems the extent of protection conferred

the wordings speaks against this differentiation.40

by the patent merely in general terms as “deter-

Thus we must assume that the EPO envisages

mined by the claims.” Accordingly, a composition-

absolute patent protection for PbP claims, which is

of-matter or product claim determined in part

not confined to the use of the process specified in

by reference to a process would be treated just as

the patent claim.41

every other product claim.
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3.  2 The legal situation in Germany

The process attributes described in the patent
therefore are not a restriction to the claim; in

More recent case law in Germany points in a

fact the product is protected absolutely. This is

similar direction. The Federal Court of Justice’s

justified by the character of PbP claims as fully-

case law extends the scope of protection of PbP

fledged product claims. The opinion of the Federal

claims regardless of the manner of production to

Court of Justice is predominantly shared in the

all identical products:

literature.44 One considerable opposed opinion
adheres to the earlier differentiation.45

“On the other hand, characterization does not
require proof that the product described by the

Pertaining to agrobiodiversity, the prevailing

breeding method was also actually produced by

opinion means that citing a process for the

means of the specified process. For, in spite of the

production of plants, animals or other biological

description using the production process, the object

material may substantiate comprehensive claims

of the patent is the product as such, which must

to the specified plants, animals or other biological

fulfil the prerequisites for patentability regardless of

material, even if these were produced using a

its production process. This manner of description

different process.

also does not restrict protection of the product to the
production process specified for its characterization.
The description of the breeding method serves merely
to unambiguously characterize the product.”

42

3.  3 The legal situation in the
United Kingdom

Thus, a product is also protected from other

In 2004 the House of Lords addressed the question

production methods. In its judgement on the

of the extent of a PbP claim in its Kirin Amgen

tetraploid chamomile, the Federal Court of Justice

decision.46 In this case, the patentability of the

relinquished its original differentiation in the

product (the EPO protein) failed essentially due to

trioxane decision according to the respective

its lack of novelty. But, according to Lord Hoffmann

claim wording (“obtained by” or “obtainable by”).

43

a patent infringement was already excluded

12
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because the defendant used a different process
for the production of the substance than that

3.  4 The legal situation in the United States

described in the patent claim.47 In Generics (UK)
Ltd. v. Lundbeck48 the court, by contrast, decided

Until recently, the extent of protection of PbP

that citing one production process in the patent

claims in the United States was not yet conclusively

claim is sufficient for comprehensive protection

clarified.52 After contradictory decisions by the

of the product.49 In this case, however, it was not

Court of Appeals in Scripps v. Genentech53 and

a matter of the validity of a PbP claim, but of the

Atlantic v. Faytex54 the court recently adhered to

production of a product the contents of which

a restrictive view in Abbott v. Sandoz.55 According

were completely described (through structural

to this decision, reference to a specific production

attributes).50 Therefore, the extent of composition-

process in the scope of a PbP claim is understood

of-matter protection for PbP claims in the United

as confining the content of the patent protection.

Kingdom is not yet specified.51

If a product is produced using a different process
than that specified, the patent is not infringed.56
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In the field of agrobiodiversity, the extent of a PbP

dominates, which, however, is subjected to grave

claim would therefore be limited to those animals

criticism in Germany. In the United Kingdom the

or plants that were produced using the processes

extent of composition-of-matter protection from

described in the patent. Nonetheless, a dissenting

PbP claims is presently not specified. In the USA

opinion rejected this narrow interpretation.

a narrow interpretation has recently become

57

established, which links the scope of protection

3.  5 Conclusions

from a PbP claim to the use of the process specified
in the patent.

In Germany and at the EPO a broad interpretation
of the extent of protection from PbP claims

4 Conclusions and recommendations
Based on these accounts, the Board has come to

Article 4 (1b) to exclude conventional breeding

the following conclusions:

practice and its products from patentability.
Hence, according to the EU Biopatent Directive no

4. 1 Exclusion of PbP claims based on
essentially biological processes:
In order to facilitate unambiguous clarification
of the legal situation, we recommend an explicit
provision in the Biopatent Directive 98/44/EC,

patents should be granted for products based on
essentially biological breeding methods. In the
light of the analogous content of the European
Patent Convention (EPC) and the Biopatent
Directive, modification of the EPC does not appear
imperative.

which excludes not only “essentially biological
processes” but also composition-of-matter patents
based upon them. Therefore, the patentability also

4.  2 Narrow interpretation of the scope of 		
PbP patents:

of such products that are based on a traditional
breeding method would be excluded through a

As long as a patented production process does

teleological reduction of Article 4 Abs. 1 (b) of the

not lead to a patent that the patentee describes

EU Biopatent Directive and the corresponding

completely with regards to content (structure) and

national implementing act. Such a clarification

the description of the product also is substantially

would be based upon the regulatory intent of

dependent on the production process, product

14
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protection should be confined to the production

instance, unlike other substances, proteins have

process. Should the protection resulting from

very large molecules and are therefore also known

a PbP claim also extend to other production

as macromolecules. The problem here is that the

processes than that described in the patent claim,

precise properties of the recombinant protein are

the patentee would virtually have a monopoly

highly dependent, on the one hand, on the amino

on the product. In animal and plant breeding

acid sequence, the folding and possibly other

this by far exceeds the appropriate reward for

modifications, and on the other hand from the

innovativeness of the inventive step.

specific cell line used.60 Granting a product-by-

58

In this

respect we recommend a clarifying provision

process patent for a protein can then substantiate

in EU law (for example, when transferring the

the claim not to a product, but to a whole series of

Biopatent Directive to an EU regulation) and – in

similar products, depending on which cell line is

general – for PbP claims in the German Patent Act.

used. Conversely, the uniqueness of each cell line
leads to uncertainties in the verifiability and the
reproducibility of the underlying processes.61 For

4.  3 Restraint in granting patents based
on PbP claims:

these reasons, at all events, restraint is indicated in
granting patents with PbP claims for such complex
molecules, since they potentially do not always

Moreover, product-by-process patents should

fulfil the requirements for complete disclosure in

strictly be granted only in cases in which the

adherence with Article 83 of the EPC.

structure of the product cannot be completely
described and in which the description of the
product also depends to a large extent on the
production process. In addition, it should be taken
into consideration that product-by-process patents
were originally designed for the patenting of
chemicals.59 Chemical substances can, however,
demonstrate different qualities than those that
are the object of biotechnological inventions. For
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